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FILTER

This knob controls the filter cutoff frequency for the lowpass and highpass filters, 
which are disabled by default. In order to activate them, select the desired filter
type from the up/down arrows.

REVERB

A simple room reverb that adds depth and presence the sound signal and creates
the sensation of space. If you want to add your own external reverb, turn the knobthe sensation of space. If you want to add your own external reverb, turn the knob
all the way down.

MODULATION SECTION

     MODULATION
     Determines the amount of the LFO modulation

     SPD
     Determines the speed of the LFO modulation

          WAV
     Selector for the waveform type which determines the shape of the modulation
     (triangle, sin, saw, square & exponent)

     SRC
     Sets the modulation source/target (mod wheel, aftertouch & velocity). You can
     also disable it (none).

CONTROLS
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     TRG
     A dropdown menu where all the possible modulation targets are shown (pitch,
     expression & pan). You can also disable it (none).

ENVELOPE SECTION

The ADSR envelope section consists of:

     ATTACK
     Shapes the start of the sound samples by setting the time it takes until the sound     Shapes the start of the sound samples by setting the time it takes until the sound
     goes from silent to the loudest level.
    
     DECAY
     Determines the length of the drop from the loudest level to the sustain level of the sound.

     SUSTAIN
     It’s the overall volume of the sound - the level maintained when you hold a note.

          RELEASE
     Determines the tail of the sound samples, how long it takes to return to silence 
     after the key is released. Longer release means a longer fadeout.

PAN

Distributes the sound throughout the left or right channels of the stereo field.

VOLUME

Determines the maximum volume of the instrument.
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TUNE

Lowest setting means -1 octave, middle is initial sound, while highest setting is +1 octave

GLIDE

A knob that enables glide between notes, but keep in mind is functional only if mono
or legato modes are activated. It doesn’t have any effect in poly mode.

VEL. CRV

It’s the velocity curve and determines the feel or response of the keyboard.It’s the velocity curve and determines the feel or response of the keyboard.

For more information, you can contact us at:
contact@audiolatry.com

Alternatively, you can follow our social channels:
https://www.facebook.com/audiolatry
https://twitter.com/audiolatry
https://www.instagram.com/audiolatry/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ7yTtWFxGpIW3_THuzbGQwhttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ7yTtWFxGpIW3_THuzbGQw
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